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Top 5 non-toxic 
living tips
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NON-TOXIC
LIVING IS ABOUT
ROMANTICIZING

YOUR LIFE.. .
BRINGING MORE
JOY, WELLNESS

AND FLOW.



SHIFT YOUR
MINDSET
The most important tip I can give
you to ensure success on your non-
toxic lifestyle journey is to do the
mindset work.
 
That means being clear on WHY you
want to transition to greener living.
If your reason is compelling enough,
there's no way you will ever go
back.
 
Mindset also involves matching your
expectations with this lifestyle. Don't
get me wrong - natural products
work great! But you may have to use
more elbow grease.

TAKE AN
INVENTORY
Have you ever gone through your
cabinets and scanned product
labels to see how many toxins you
and your family are exposed to?
 
A great way to increase your
awareness of the chemicals around
you is to take an inventory of the
products you currently use. You will
see first-hand you and your family's
toxic load.
 
The are many things we can't
control but we do have control over
what we choose to bring into our
homes.



SMALL
STEPS
Transitioning to a whole new
lifestyle can be overwhelming.
Especially once you've taken
inventory of all the products you
currently use.
 
The best thing you can do is start
with one small step. Pick a synthetic
product that you're not too attached
to and replace this one first.
 
You can replace it with a simple DIY
recipe or, to make it even easier,
you can buy a greener alternative.

MODEL THE
LIFESTYLE
I hate to break it to you but not
everyone will be on board with your
non-toxic lifestyle. That is totally
okay.
 
Just as you would do with healthy
eating habits, keep modelling non-
toxic living behaviours and gradually
introducing new habits to your
family.
 
Be open to their feedback, adapt as
necessary and consider getting
them involved!



FIND YOUR
TRIBE

You might feel like the only one in
your family or immediate circle that
is committed to changing their
lifestyle to experience better health
and a stronger connection to nature.
You might feel alone or looked
down upon by those close to you...

Good news! There are lots of people
just like you that are on this journey
too. Join a community of others that
can coach and/or support you. 
 
This will keep you solid in your
beliefs and motivated to keep going.



STAY
CONNECTED

Purify: elevate your lifestyle
 
5-week group coaching program
 
Non-toxic living challenges
 
7-day guided challenges
 
Personalized coaching
 
One-on-one consultations and
customized game plan
 
DM or email me
rustikhealth@gmail.com

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

 
 

Facebook
 
@RustikHealth page
 
The Non-Toxic Living Collective
group
 
Instagram + TikTok + YouTube
 
@RustikHealth
 
Blog
 
rustikhealth.com

LET'S BE SOCIAL

https://rustikhealth.com/services/

